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ABSTRACT
Remote sensing Is potentially an economical means of obtaining the 
areally distributed runoff potential of a watershed. This assumes that 
the runoff potential can be accurately predicted as a function of water­
shed surface characteristics.
The average microwave temperature of the watershed surface as 
detected by an airborne Passive Microwave Imaging Scanner (PMIS) was 
compared to the average annual watershed runoff and the measured Soil 
Conservation (SOS) watershed storm runoff coefficient (ON). Previous 
laboratory work suggests that microwave response to the watershed surface 
is influenced by some of the same surface characteristics that affect 
runoff, i.e., soil moisture, surface roughness, vegetative cover and soil 
texture.
In order to field test and develop relations between runoff 
potential and microwave response, several highly instrumented watersheds 
of approximately 1.5-17 km̂  were scanned under wet and dry soil condi­
tions in April and June 1973. The polarized (horizontal and vertical) 
scans at 2.8 cm wavelength provided the data base from which other 
values were calculated. Lower SCS runoff coefficients appear to be 
correlated to the cross polarized response under dry watershed conditions 
late in the growing season and the difference in horizontal polarized 
response between wet conditions early in the growing season and dry con­
ditions late in the growing season. The best relationship with runoff
viii
coefficients was with horizontally polarized PMIS temperatures from the 
near-dormant early growing season flight. Apparent relations were also 
observed between the average annual runoff and microwave response, how­
ever, they are not well defined.
To apply the results, further verification of the relationships 
is needed. Moreover, a more rapid, low cost data processing system is 
needed to make routine application of this technique practical.
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Hydrologists have long been concerned with identification of 
watershed surface characteristics and measurement of the influence of 
surface conditions on the rainfall-runoff relation. Early-day conser­
vationists recognized that dense vegetative cover, porous soils, rough 
surfaces, and reduced slopes decrease storm runoff.
Modification and control of runoff from agricultural watersheds 
became more important in the development of the United States when 
people began moving westward across the Great Plains and into the semi- 
arid regions of North Amer Lea. The establishment of the Department of 
Interior stimulated interest in conservation in general, and thus, in 
the effects of surface conditions on runoff. The occurrence of the dust 
bowl conditions of the thirties in the Southern Plains dramatically 
increased the government’s participation in the application of conser­
vation practices and led to the development of the present-day Soil 
Conservation Service. Legislated authority of these government agencies 
tend to restrict the interest of each to different size watersheds. 
Originally, the Department of Interior was interested in watersheds of
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relatively large drainage area and the United States Geological Suirvey 
therefore collected data on large watersheds. At the same time, the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, concerned 
itself with so-called unit source areas seldom larger than ICO acres in 
drainage area.
In recent years, both agencies have found need for runoff predic­
tion schemes and basic data for intermediate size drainage areas ranging 
from 1.3 square kilometers to as much as 518 square kilometers. Other 
newer government agencies. Housing and Urban Development, Environmental 
Protection Agency, as well as county governments, state governments, 
consulting engineers, and private corporations have also been confronted 
with the need for runoff prediction on intermediate size watersheds.
Very few of these watersheds have adequate records to develop a reliable 
historical rainfall-runoff relation. As yet, new concepts in complex 
mathematical modeling have not been developed to a point where the models 
can be readily applied to an ungaged watershed. The less complex models 
available are empirical in nature, using three or four measurable water­
shed characteristics (Chow, 1964).
The coefficients of these models are generally related to the 
ability of the watershed surface to store or detain part of the storm 
rainfall. Part of the rainfall that infiltrates the surface may ulti­
mately reach the stream as low flow. Stomn runoff equations do not apply 
to this part of runoff unless the subsurface return to streamflow is 
rapid. Return flow from groundwater storage and interflow through the 
soil are associated with soil permeability.
A watershed with heavy vegetation, permeable soils, rough surfaces, 
and low slopes will tend to produce less surface runoff. The Soil
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Conservation Service has established a series of tables relating soils 
and vegetative cover to a coefficient used in their storm runoff equation. 
There is considerable question as to the validity of techniques used to 
estimate these values. Application of the technique to each soil cover 
unit in a drainage area and integrating the tabulated results is also 
a tedious time-consuming effort.
The recent development of remote sensing techniques may offer 
faster, more independent evaluation of these near-surface character­
istics. Some remote sensing techniques, notably photo interpretation 
and photo stereo mapping of topography have been used for a number of 
years in a qualitative sense for watershed evaluation. In the past 
decade, color and color infrared photography have become available in 
some areas. Color photography has aided in land use and soils classifi­
cation, but at present, is not used for watershed studies. Photographic 
data are generally difficult to convert to quantitative form and hydrolo­
gists find it difficult to get meaningful numerical data from photographs 
for use In mathematical models.
Electrical optical sensors have been successfully used to obtain 
much the same information as would be collected on film. These devices 
avoid the problems of film quality and lack of stability in film develop­
ing. In the electrical optical scanner, reflectance is monitored by a 
photoelectric cell for each wavelength band and the output analog voltage 
is then converted to digital values. Such sensors are calibrated against 
a known source, thus the digital values may be more repeatable than film 
data.
Photographic data are restricted to wavelengths in the visible and 
near infrared region of the spectrum, however, electrical optical sensors
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can be built to be sensitive to wavelengths In visible, near Infrared 
and far Infrared or "thermal" regions. Except for transparent targets, 
either system can only sense the surface of the first object In the line 
of sight, thus If they are used to detect conditions to some depth In a 
watershed surface, the detection Is by Inference only. Longer wave­
lengths are necessary to penetrate a material or sense conditions at a 
given depth.
Passive microwave systems have been developed In the past decade 
with antennas capable of receiving low energy natural emission In wave­
lengths ranging from a few tenths of a centimeter up to 20 centimeters. 
The advent of longer wavelength sensors may enable hydrologists to
quantify a composite of the watershed surface conditions.
CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The objective of this study is to determine if any relation is 
apparent between energy received at the antenna of an airborne passive 
microwave system and either annual watershed yield or watershed storm 
runoff potential. It is a study of the feasibility for remotely 
measuring a composite of the near-surface watershed characteristics 
that influence the disposition of rainfall at the watershed surface.
The study is confined to the use of an aircraft-mounted system 
known as the Passive Microwave Imaging System (PMIS). The PMIS is an 
X band (10.69 Ghz frequency or 2.8 cm wavelength) scanning radiometer 
built for and operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis­
tration (NASA). Since this system has not previously been used for 
studies over watershed drainage areas, data processing techniques were 
developed to reduce the microwave data to a usable form.
A review of literature pertaining to past experiments with passive 
microwave equipment related to soils or terrain cover reveals that micro­
wave response is influenced by the same surface conditions that would 
influence rainf all-runoff relations. No attempt has been made to 
measure the influence of any one watershed surface characteristic on 
rainfall-runoff relations. Instead, this study will consider the com­
bined watershed surface characteristics, surface soils, vegetation,
5
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surface roughness, and soil moisture storage capacity as a single 
variable that may be measured by averaging microwave temperatures 
over a watershed.
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO HYDROLOGY
In any discussion of passive microwave systems, one must recog­
nize the distinction between passive and active, or radar, microwave 
systems. Passive microwave implies that only the natural emission of 
energy without input from any artificial source is being observed. The 
passive microwave system measures only the emission of radiant energy 
from a surface created by atomic and molecular oscillations in the 
observed material. Active or radar microwave systems on the other hand 
generate a signal, direct it to the surface and receive the return 
signal. The difference in signals sent and received is dependent on the 
scattering of energy at the target. Natural emission of energy measured 
by passive microwave systems is thus part of the noise received in the 
active system. The microwave region is defined as that portion of the 
spectrum (Fig. 1) with wavelengths 1 millimeter to .8 meter in length. 
However, design criteria for airborne antenna has restricted development 
of the airborne passive microwave systems to wavelengths less than 25 
centimeters.
There are two characteristics of the portion of the spectrum 
with wavelengths from 1 centimeter to 25 centimeters that suggest that 
wavelengths in this region may be useful for hydrologie application.
First, and most important, is the fact that these wavelengths, in a sense, 
can penetrate the surface of material. Penetration of passive microwaves
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might be described more adequately as the depth from which emitted 
energy may originate and still escape through the air surface inter­
face. The depth increases with longer wavelengths and is greater for 
sandy porous soils than for clay soils. Selection of proper wavelengths 
could allow hydrologists to examine conditions at a given depth below 
the soil surface.
Reflective aluminum plates covered by soil have been used (Conway, 
1966) to determine depths that a radiometer can detect changes under a 
dry soil. For dry clay, the depth of penetration was approximately 
15 cm, while dry sand could be penetrated to nearly 60 cm. Similar 
tests using an active microwave system (Lundein, 1971) have shown com­
parable results on a greater range of materials. These tests also showed 
that in dry material, longer wavelengths could penetrate to greater 
depths than short wavelengths. Conway does not mention how samples of 
soil were prepared, however Lundein compacted his samples with at least 
three different pressures and found no significant change in response for 
changes in compaction pressures of ±25 percent. A study (Blinn, 1972) in 
which a reflector was covered with dry fine sand at increasing depths 
showed that response from the reflector was influenced by interference 
related to particle size. Results of these experiments would indicate 
that penetration in natural soil profiles is a dynamic phenomenon and 
will be difficult to quantify at a point in the field, however the 
ability to sense soil conditions at some depth below the surface does 
exist.
The second characteristic of the spectrum that may be useful in 
hydrologie application is the possibility that energy radiated in this 
region is relatively free from influence of atmospheric conditions
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(see Fig. 2). In many areas of the spectrum, atmospheric attenuation
can seriously hamper remote sensing of the earth surface. At times It
totally nullifies the results. Ordinary aerial black and white or color 
photography for Instance, senses wavelengths short enough that they can 
not penetrate clouds. When cumulus clouds are present they can be
easily Identified; however, If thin cirrus clouds or haze are present
In the atmosphere, the subtle effect on the Image may not be recognized.
It Is Important to realize that atmospheric Interference does not affect 
all wavelengths the same way. In some regions of the spectrum, there Is 
no atmospheric Interference.
Attenuation due to atmospheric Interference In wavelengths 
immediately below 1.5 centimeter are severe. This led to use of shorter 
wavelengths, in the microwave region, to sense humidity and precipitable 
water. A peak attenuation or responsiveness to water vapor Is found
near 1.35 centimeters wavelength. Another peak for molecular oxygen Is
located at .5 centimeters wavelength (Hopkins, 1962). Water vapor attenu­
ation also occurs in wavelengths less than .5 centimeters (Fig. 2), thus 
it is desirable to select sensors adapted to the range from 2- to 25- 
centimeter wavelengths when examining the earth's surface.
A simple graphic illustration (Fig. 3) can be used to show what 
is sensed with a passive microwave radiometer. The figure shows that 
the sensed Information Is made up of both emission from the ground 
surface and reflected solar radiation. This Is described by the equation
Ta ” eTg + (1-e) Tg (1)
The radiometric temperature at the antenna Is shown to be a function of
I l
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Figure 2. Atmospheric Attenuation of Microwave Energy
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where:
■ apparent brightness temperature (degrees Kelvin)
Tg » brightness temperature of sky (degrees Kelvin)
Tq ■ thermometric temperature of ground (degrees Kelvin)
e «* emlsslvlty (dlmenslonless)
1-e “ reflection coefficient (dlmenslonless)
0 “ antenna viewing angle
e' ■ real part of dielectric constant
e" Imaginary part of dielectric constant
J “ constant (dlmenslonless)
Both e' and e "  are a function of soil type and free 
water In the soil water mix
Figure 3. Near Surface Energy Sensed by Passive.Microwave Antenna
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the ground temperature, T̂ ; the radiometric sky temperature, Tg; and 
the emissivity, e. The earth's surface receives its primary energy from 
the sun; consequently the ground temperature is, in turn, influenced by 
cloud conditions. Emissivity, e, is large in respect to the reflectance 
coefficient, (1-e), and T^ is large in respect to radiometric sky tempera­
ture, Tg. The product of emissivity and ground temperature, cT̂ , is 
therefore extremely large with respect to the reflective component 
[(1-e) Tg]. Therefore, ground temperature differences produce corres­
ponding changes in the antenna temperature. In order to avoid the local 
surface cooling produced by passing cloud shadows, it is desirable to 
acquire data in a clear weather condition. It is also necessary to acquire 
surface temperature measurements at the same time that radiometric tempera­
tures are recorded in order to isolate emissivity as a function of surface 
conditions. Surface temperatures can be readily measured with instruments 
operating in the far or "thermal" infrared region of the spectrum.
Emissivity of microwave energy from terrain is influenced by the 
following factors: (1) Moisture present in the soil or vegetative matter
on the surface, (2) roughness of the surface, (3) physical dimensions of 
the surface, (4) vegetative cover, and (5) the viewing angle of the 
antenna. The first three factors are, in a geomorphic sense, interre­
lated and when the surface is bare, the influence of the geology of the 
parent material would be present in all three characteristics. Numerous 
investigations of microwave emission have been directed toward evaluating 
the effects of one or more of these factors. Isolating each one and its 
effects on the microwave temperatures is expensive, therefore the amount 
of data available to any one investigator is limited. Little information
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Is available concerning passive microwave response to Factor No. 4 
(vegetation). The influence of Factor No. 5 can be readily controlled by 
designing the radiometer with a constant viewing angle.
In recent years, many investigators have used airborne equipment 
for field tests because truck-mounted equipment was not available. This 
can lead to problems because without proper preliminary laboratory experi­
mentation on fundamental principals, adequate control and Isolation of 
the above factors is rarely possible.
The influence of moisture content in the surface soils on micro­
wave emission is of major importance in application of microwave techniques 
in hydrology. At normal temperatures, water has an extremely high dielec­
tric constant, 75 to 80; whereas, dry soil has a dielectric constant 
ranging from 3 to 5. Figure 4 from Schmugge (1974) illustrates the 
inverse relation between dielectric constant and emissivity and the drastic 
influence of soil moisture on the resulting emissivity. Characteristics 
such as salinity and water temperature have also been found to influence 
emissivity (Paris, 1969), however these have not been shown to be detec­
table in the studies of soil moisture or soil-water mix. The isolation 
and measurement of soil moisture for use in agriculture have been the 
driving force in the development of microwave technology. Several 
studies by Texas A&M University, Goddard Space Flight Center, and the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (Jean,
1971; Kroll, 1973; Schmugge, 1974; Blanchard, 1972) have indicated that 
the antenna temperatures of X-band (2.8 centimeters) radiometers declined 
about 1.5 degrees Kelvin per 1 percent increase in soil moisture on 
smooth bare ground. Soil moisture measurements with L-band radiometers
15
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Figure 4. The Relation of Dielectric Constant to Emissivity
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(20 centimeters) have shown that longer wavelengths are more sensitive 
to changes In soil moisture (Schmugge, 1974; Paris, 1974). Horizontally 
polarized temperature measurements at L band decreases about 3 degrees 
Kelvin for each 1 percent Increase In soil moisture. The other surface 
characteristics Influencing emlsslvlty or antenna temperature, roughness, 
vegetation, and soils, are considered confusion factors that must be 
defJjied before an operational system of soil moisture monitoring with 
microwave equipment can be Implemented.
Water, In various states of roughness, offers a unique opportunity 
to study Influences of roughness on microwave temperatures. The uniform­
ity of background material offered by water leaves only the roughness of 
waves as a variable to Influence changes in emissivity when an area of 
uniform salinity is selected. Kollinger (1971) showed that roughness 
increased the signal received by the antenna. His study of three wave­
lengths, also showed the horizontal polarization was more sensitive to 
roughness than the vertical polarization. Theoretical studies (Sibley, 
1973) have also indicated the effects of roughness would be significant. 
Since 1969 considerable effort has been directed to identifying and 
modeling the effects of roughness on natural terrain (Jean, 1971; 
Richerson, 1971; Sibley, 1973). They all found the roughness effects 
difficult to model mathematically, and no two Investigators have settled 
on a uniform measure of roughness. Measures of roughness at microwave 
frequencies are dependent on wavelength used. A surface that Is rough 
at 2.8 cm X-band wavelength Is quite smooth In 20 cm L-band measurement. 
Their studies, however, have all shown that before one can adequately 
Isolate and sense any other physical parameter of the bare soil, the
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effect of the roughnese must be accounted for. Bllnn Illustrated this 
point dramatically by merely raking a smooth surface of sand with a 
garden rake after taking radiometer temperature measurements of the soil 
with various amounts of soil moisture. The rake teeth were spaced approxi­
mately 2 centimeters apart. When the smooth surface was raked parallel 
to the horizontal polarization of the radiometer, the influence of soil 
moisture on the observed temperatures for wavelengths of .95 and 2.8 
centimeters was essentially eliminated.
The Influence of differences in soil particle size on microwave 
emission would appear to be very minor in view of measurements of dielec­
tric measurements made with active and passive microwave laboratory-type 
equipment. Lundein (1971) found very little difference in relative 
dielectric constants for Oklahoma soils. When all soils in his study 
are grouped on a single plot, one cannot detect any difference between 
Eufala fine sand and Vernon clay loam. Measurements for Lundein*s study 
were made with frequencies ranging from 1.074 to 1.499 Ghz and results 
indicate these soils would all have a relative dielectric constant near 
3.0 at zero moisture content, thus they should all produce high emiss­
ivity and high antenna temperatures when dry.
Soil samples from the study area where this experiment was under­
taken were tested for relative dielectric constants using a 9.0 Ghz 
frequency. All but one soil showed low dielectric properties when dry, 
similar to Lundein*s measurements; however, some differences are evident 
between soils as the relative dielectric constant increases with percent 
moisture content. Measurements of emissivity (Inverse to relative dielec­
tric constant) were made on two sizes of sand (Malentyev, 1972) where
18
sand with a mean size of .20 millimeters produced an emissivity of .933 
while sand with a mean size of .05 millimeters had an emissivity of .884. 
These values would indicate that a slightly higher antenna temperature 
could be expected over coarse sands. Changes in emissivity due to soil 
particle size can be considered quite small in comparison to changes due 
to free water in the soil-water mix.
Measurement of emissivity from vegetation has been limited to a 
very few investigations. Riegler (1966) measured standing crops of 
wheat and oats on the Purdue University Agronomy farm. Resulting antenna 
temperatures were high and indicated a relatively rough microwave surface. 
He was able to predict the response reasonably well using a mathematical 
model of roughness. Reference to these tests were made by Peake, et al. 
(1966) showing that the plots illustrated higher emission from wheat than 
from oats. The wheat contained 16 percent less moisture than the oats.
They then attributed part of the difference to the crop moisture, but 
insufficient evidence has been accumulated at present to prove a relation 
exists between crop moisture and microwave temperature.
Further evidence of high emission from vegetation has been found 
in studies reported by Poe and Edgerton (1973). Soil moisture samples were 
collected in this study in vegetated fields and no evidence was found that 
the influence of the soil surface could be detected through the crop. 
Wavelengths used in these experiments were 2.2 and 6 centimeters.
Malentyev reports, using a wavelength of 3.2, dry grass 15 to 20 centi­
meters in height produced emissivities of .935. This would result in 
antenna temperatures on a summer day very nearly the same as Peake and 
Riegler found in standing wheat vrlth 60 percent moisture. Tlie influence
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of vegetation on microwave temperature appears to indicate nearly 
constant high emissivities for wavelengths shorter than 20 centimeters.
Data collected at Texas A&M University (Paris, 1974) indicate that the 
L-band radiometer effectively penetrated a cover of both live and dead 
oat grass and was reasonably responsive to changes in soil moisture.
It is evident that no one has devoted the necessary effort to thorougly 
understand changes in passive microwave temperatures throughout a growth 
cycle for the various types of vegetation expected in an agricultural 
environment. Most investigators who have studied vegetative effects on 
passive and active microwave temperature have expressed belief that 
longer wavelengths may be able to detect near-surface soil moisture con­
ditions under vegetation.
It is evident from the past experiments that antenna temperatures 
are high for low soil moisture content, rough surfaces, sandy soils, and 
dense vegetation. All of these conditions would tend to reduce watershed 
runoff and if an integrated temperature for individual watershed drainage 
areas could be obtained, it should be related to the ability of that water­
shed to produce runoff. A proposal was made (Blanchard, 1972) that the 
unexplained anomalies in passive microwave antenna temperatures may not 
need to be precisely defined for calibration of watershed runoff.
To eliminate the influence of any unexplained but repeatable 
anomalies, it was suggested that average microwave temperatures for indi­
vidual watersheds would be obtained under both saturated and dry conditions 
and the difference between saturated condition microwave temperatures and 
low moisture microwave temperatures could be used as an index of the water­
shed surface storage capacity. A relatively short period would be
20
required between wet and dry measurements to insure little change in 
vegetation between measurements if microwave measurements are made in 
the growing season, while longer time periods would be acceptable in 
dormant seasons.
CHAPTER IV
DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
A limited knowledge of the passive microwave imaging system (PMIS) 
is necessary to the understanding of the design of this experiment.
Very few passive microwave Imaging systems have been manufactured 
and flown over earth resources project areas. The PMIS is a first of its 
kind in that its antenna is a phased array (Louapre, 1968) with vertical 
and horizontal polarization channels and is electronically stepped for 
scanning. The antenna is located in a radome attached to the underside 
of the fuselage of the NP-3A NASA aircraft (Fig. 5). The electronic 
scanning scheme permits conical scanning, at an angle of 50 degrees from 
the vertical, a series of 44 beam positions across the aircraft flight 
path. The farthest beam positions from the nadir path is approximately 
33 degrees on either side. The system is capable of recording an antenna 
temperature for both vertical and horizontal polarization at each of the 
44 beam positions (McAllum, 1973).
A separate antenna is used for each polarization and each is 
scanned simultaneously at each beam position. At the end of each scan 
line (44 points), two hot loads are measured for calibration purposes.
The sketch (Fig. 6) illustrates the configuration of the image and 
location of the beam positions.
The signal received at the antenna of the passive microwave radiom­
eter is relatively weak and must be amplified considerably. The amplified
21
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Figure 5. The NÂSÂ-P3A Aircraft with Radome
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Figure 6. Sketch of the PMIS Scan Arrangement
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signal from the radiometer Is fed into the onboard computer to convert 
the readings to temperature in degrees Kelvin. An onboard television 
screen permits viewing of the image as the aircraft is flying, selec­
tive monitoring of individual data streams is provided, thus allowing 
the operator an opportunity to detect any malfunction in the equipment, 
and a camera is provided to photoglyph the onboard display.
Intermittent recording of data on tape is controlled by the 
operator without disrupting the onboard TV display. Experience has shown 
that up to 10 seconds may be required for internal temperatures in the 
onboard system to stabilize prior to recording acceptable data. Some 
unusually high temperatures may be stored on the first few scan lines, 
thus, as with most microwave systems, a warm up time or stabilizing time 
should be allowed prior to reaching the point where measurements are 
desired.
PCM tapes from the onboard recorder are converted to 9-track 
digital tapes at Houston using a data analysis system designed especially 
for this sensor (Fig. 7). No corrections are made in the data for cross 
polarization effects between the horizontal and vertical temperatures. 
Minor corrections are made in the system to compensate for radome and 
antenna losses associated with each individual beam position. Prior to 
this experiment, the only sat of data available for the PMIS imager 
over land was the mission flown to perform evaluation of the equipment 
itself, thus, programs to appropriately display and analyze this data 
were not available for water resources studies. Programs are available 
at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) to display the data in a 
visual form on a color TV console thus allowing an investigator to scan
roin
Figure 7. Photograph of Data Analysis System Console
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his data and perform some cursory examination prior to working with the 
digital data itself.
The system scans a path on the surface approximately 1.25 times 
the absolute altitude of the aircraft. The X and Y coordinates of each 
beam position on a horizontal plane surface are calculated as the data 
are processed in the onboard computer system. Output on the 9-track 
computer tape gives the aircraft parameters; pitch, roll, altitude, speed, 
etc. (Fig. 8) for each scan line along with the X and Y components, 
vertical polarization temperatures, and horizontal polarization tempera­
tures at each beam position.
Average temperatures in both polarizations for beam positions 
associated with the points within a watershed boundary were desired for 
this study. To simplify data processing, altitudes were requested that 
would allow the scan width to exceed the width of the watershed, thus, 
the antenna temperatures for a single watershed could be obtained from 
a single flight line. All flight lines were oriented lengthwise with 
each watershed and each was flown in an upstream direction. The flight 
configuration was intended to control effects of surface slopes on the 
antenna temperatures and for the watersheds in this test area, the in­
fluence of watershed slopes would be negligible.
Eight watersheds ranging in size from 1,46 to 16.45 square 
kilometers were selected for this study. Five are subwatersheds of 
East Bitter Creek, a tributary of the Washita Biver, and are located 
approximately 8 miles east of Chickasha, Oklahoma (Fig. 9). These five 
watersheds are located near the center of a large outcrop of the Chicka­
sha formation, a part of the Permian Redbed. Soils derived from this
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T-Temperatures for thermistors, degrees Kelvin x 10,
BM-Deam positions along scan line,
V-Vertical polarization temperature, degrees Kelvin x 10, 
H-Korizontal polarization temperature, degrees Kelvin x 10. 
X-Positlon of beam along flight line.
Y-Position of beam from left edge of scan.
Figure 8. Typical Computer Printout of PMIS Data
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Figure 9. Map of Spring Creek Watersheds
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formation are medium to low permeability and devoted to production of 
native grass pastures. Areas within these watersheds that were once 
cultivated have very little top soil remaining and native grass stands 
are consequently poor. Runoff from these watersheds is relatively high 
for the region. Three of the watersheds, 5141, 5142, and 5144 produce low 
flow throughout most of the year when rainfall is near normal, while 
watersheds 5143 and 5146 have ephemeral stream channels.
Three subwatersheds on Sugar Creek located near Lookeba, Oklahoma 
(Fig. 10) were selected to represent low runoff areas. The geologic base 
of these watersheds is the Rush Springs Sandstone, another outcrop of the 
Permian Redbed. The soils in this area are sandy, more permeable and 
subject to severe erosion. Steep slopes are timbered pasture while more 
gentle slopes near the top of the watershed are devoted to production of 
peanuts and maize. One cf the watersheds, No. 25, has a long narrow 
basin with a sandy timbered alluvium extending two-thirds the length of 
the watershed.
The eight watersheds selected are all instrumented with weighing 
recording rain gages. Runoff from the five watersheds on East Bitter 
Creek is measured by calibrated V-notch weirs, while runoff on the three 
Sugar Creek watersheds is calculated from water stage recorders on 
carefully surveyed flood detention ponds. The eight watersheds are 
representative of the range of runoff conditions experienced in central 
Oklahoma. A record of water levels was available for a sample of the 
farm ponds within each drainage area for the years of record, thus, an 
estimate of drainage area for each storm runoff event could be made.
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The two watershed variables selected for comparison to passive 
microwave measurement were: (1) The adjusted mean annual runoff (cm/ÿry
for mean annual rainfall, and (2) the coefficient (CN) used in the Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS) storm runoff equation. Numerous other storm 
runoff equations are available (Chow, 1964). Selection of the above 
variables was based first on the fact that both values are presently in 
common use by practicing hydrologiste and secondly, either or both might 
conceivably be related to microwave emissions. Mean annual yield pre­
diction is important for municipal water supply and the SCS equation is 
most commonly used at this time in design of flood detention structures 
on watersheds of this size.
This experiment was planned to merely determine if average micro­
wave temperatures from the watershed surface might be related to runoff 
producing capability of the watersheds. Due to extreme costs of data 
collection and processing and the fact that this concept had not been 
laboratory tested, it appeared impractical to select enough watersheds 
to produce statistical confidence in the results. The plan in general 
was to collect passive microwave vertical and horizontal polarization 
temperatures, surface temperatures, and photographs to verify location 
of the aircraft over the eight watersheds on two consecutive flights.
One flight would represent wet conditions and another for measurement 
during dry conditions. Time between flights should not allow major 
changes in vegetative growth, and weather conditions for both flights 
should be clear.
Average microwave temperatures, differences in dry and wet temper­
ature and differences in vertical and horizontal temperatures will be 
compared graphically to average annual runoff (centimeters/year) and the 
storm runoff equation coefficient (CN).
CHAPTER V
PROCEDURE AND DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
Watershed Data
The hydrologie data on the eight watersheds used In the study had 
been collected by the Southern Great Plains Research Center at Chickasha, 
Oklahoma In connection with other studies. A primary network of rain 
gages covering a two-county area provide rainfall records. Welghlng- 
type rain gages are located In a rectangular grid pattern with approxi­
mately 48 km. spacing between gages.
Five of the watersheds located within the drainage area of East 
Bitter Creek are Instrumented with additional gages, each watershed 
having a minimum of three gages spaced around the watershed boundary. 
Runoff from each watershed In this group Is measured by concrete V-notch 
weirs calibrated by standard stream gaging and laboratory modeling 
methods. Farm ponds above the runoff stations are equipped with staff 
gages which are read on a regular weekly basis with additional readings 
at the end of each runoff event. The collection of rainfall and runoff 
records on these five watersheds began In 1966 and Is considered of 
excellent quality.
The remaining three watersheds located on Sugar Creek near Lookeba, 
Oklahoma are used In a current study of sediment delivery Into SCS flood 
detention reservoirs. Each watershed drainage network terminates at a
32
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flood detention structure equipped with an A-35 Stevens stage recorder 
activated by a gas-operated bubbling manometer. Detailed surveys were 
made of the storage basin from which stage volume curves are derived. 
Runoff on these watersheds is calculated from change in volume and may 
be a poor estimate for small storms, but is acceptable for large storms. 
Losses to seepage and bank storage in these watersheds would be signi­
ficant, but is not accounted for in records of this nature.
Rainfall records for the three Sugar Creek watersheds were ob­
tained from the existing 4.8- by 4.8 km. grid network of recording rain 
gages. Storm events selected for use in this study were limited to those 
events having more than .025 centimeters of runoff from the watershed 
surface and more than 2.54 centimeters of Theissen weighted rainfall.
The period of record represented some extremely low rainfall years and 
small storm events are plentiful while only two or three large events 
occurred on each watershed. Also, due to the generally dry conditions 
in the period of record, very few events occurred when antecedent rainfall 
was high. All events that were used fell in the SCS antecedent moisture 
classifications of I or II, having a 5-day antecedent rainfall less than 
2.79 centimeters in the dormant season or 5.33 centimeters in the grow­
ing season.
Farm pond storage controls flow from a very small percent of the 
drainage area for the three Sugar Creek watersheds. Soils with more 
than 10 percent clay content are not available in the area, thus many 
of the farm ponds that were built in the past failed soon after con­
struction and have not been replaced. One watershed in the East Bitter 
Creek group also had a low percentage of area above farm ponds.
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It was found that the percentage of drainage area above farm 
ponds varied from 4.31 percent to 38.0 percent for the sample water­
sheds. An adjustment in the drainage area contributing to measured 
rtinoff was necessary to compensate for the difference of pond storage 
effects on the individual watersheds. Stage records on farm ponds were 
used to estimate the percentage of the area above farm ponds that 
actually contributed some runoff to the watershed storm discharge. The 
recorded runoff was then attributed to the area below ponds plus any 
estimated contributing area from above the ponds. Very little farm pond 
overflow was recorded during the period of record available, and, for 
the majority of storms, the contributing drainage area was essentially 
that portion of the watershed below farm ponds.
Using the weighted storm rainfall and the adjusted runoff as input, 
a simple iterative type calculation was programmed in Fortran language to 
calculate the Soil Conservation Service runoff equation coefficient (CN). 
A coefficient was calculated for all selected storms for each watershed. 
The coefficients were then averaged to arrive at a single coefficient 
that would represent the average response of the watershed. It is recog­
nized that the coefficient in a simple empirical equation using only 
storm rainfall as input will vary with changes in other variables such 
as season, intensity or duration of rainfall, changes in vegetative 
cover or tillage, and possibly, direction of storm movement over the 
individual watershed. A large number of storms would be necessary with 
all but one of these variables relatively stable to define a more pre­
cise coefficient appropriate to the time the watersheds were overflown. 
Records available for these watersheds provide data for no more than 20
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storm events for a single watershed with the majority occurring in the 
spring and fall months. Coefficients calculated in the above manner are 
therefore limited by the amount of data available and should be recog­
nized as an approximation based on recorded rainfall and runoff. The 




5141 5142 5143 5144 5146 13 15 25
Drainage Area 
(km%) 16.45 1.46 1.97 5.92 3.08 5.15 9.92 8.11
% Area above 
Farm Ponds 22.8 7.28 33.4 38.0 29.2 5.49 4.31 8.13
Number of 
Rain Gages 17 3 4 9 6 3 3 2
Storm Runoff 
Coefficient 
(CN) 61.5 59.4 56.3 62.8 63.8 37.0 46.0 51.0
Average Annual 
Runoff (cm) 7.75 6.93 5.00 9.19 5.11 2.03 .884 1.24
Annual rainfall and annual runoff for all watersheds was calcu­
lated by merely summing published daily rainfall and summing runoff values 
that were adjusted to compensate for the portion of the drainage area 
that contributed as runoff due to farm ponds. In most years there was 
some expected deviation in annual rainfall from the "normal" average 
rainfall. There was, however, considerable difference in annual rainfall 
between each group of watersheds. Lower annual rainfall generally 
occurred over the Sugar Creek watersheds. In order that influence of
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varying input to the watershed would not bias the yield values, all 
annual runoff values were adjusted by multiplying them by a ratio of the 
estimated mean annual rainfall (78.74 cm/year) divided by measured 
annual rainfall. A straight line relation between annual rainfall and 
annual runoff was assumed. Such an adjustment does not necessarily 
remove all the variation in runoff created by variation in annual rain­
fall, however it is difficult to define the complex interaction of other 
variables in the rainfall-runoff relation. The definition of the more 
complex relation between annual rainfall and annual runoff was considered 
beyond the scope of this investigation. Mean annual runoff values were 
calculated after each annual runoff value was adjusted to the mean annual 
rainfall. The mean annual runoff values are also listed as part of 
Table 1.
Microwave Data
Two sets of data were processed from the NASA passive microwave 
imaging system (PMIS), one collected on Mission 227, April 28, 1973, and 
the second collected on Mission 235, June 25, 1973. The April mission 
was flown when the watersheds were relatively wet, while the June 25 
mission was flown under dry conditions. Antecedent precipitation index 
(Linsley, et al., 1949) values ranged from .305 to .371 for.the April 
mission and .160 to .199 for the June mission. The data from both 
missions consisted of 9-track tapes of digital imager data, digital 
tapes and printed tabs of the surface temperature along the flight lines, 
measured by the PRT5 far infrared sensor aboard the aircraft, and both 
color and color infrared 9-inch positive transparencies with overlapping 
coverage along the flight track.
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The PMIS data on 9-track tapes contains values for Instrument 
parameters that were not pertinent to this study. Â listing of the word 
locations (Appendix A) shows some data listed that Is used for analysis 
of system performance and was not needed for this study. The data tapes 
were read (Program 1, Appendix A) on an IBM 360 system and only the data 
necessary for the study; scan number, beam position number, vertical 
polarized temperature, horizontal polarized temperature, X and Y coordi­
nates of the beam position, flight line and run numbers, were punched on 
cards. Each card contained data for two consecutive beam positions, thus 
requiring 22 cards per scan line. The listing of word locations for data 
in the tape format gives no indication that reformating from the tape to 
cards would be difficult, however, the real values of both vertical and 
horizontal temperatures in degrees Kelvin were found to be stored on the 
tapes as integers 32 times larger than the real values while printouts 
produced when the 9-track tape is loaded show the temperature as real 
values of the right order.
Imager data on cards was then stored on disk files for an IBM 1130 
computer equipped with a 30-inch roll type plotter. Each flight line and 
run was stored as a matrix file readily available for plotting, corrections, 
or extraction of data points related to a watershed area.
Initial plotting of the files revealed that occasional data points 
were misplaced on the plots. During the flights, static had been detec­
ted on the onboard TV screen, apparently caused by UHF radio transmission 
during data collection. Examination of the misplaced data points 
revealed that the vertical and horizontal temperatures were not affected 
by the interference, but the X and Y coordinates are calculated using
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output from a radar altimeter and this equipment was apparently being 
influenced by radio transmissions. The error introduced in the imager 
stems from the fact that the onboard computer calculates an apparent 
higher altitude each time interference enters the radar altimeter. Each 
miscalculated X and Y coordinate then places the beam position farther 
out than it should be on a radial from the nadir point. Correction of 
the errors in coordinates were made on the cards after locating errors by 
plotting beam positions and then corrected disk files were recompiled.
For future data processing the coordinate corrections could be more 
readily accomplished with a computer program since the distance between 
scan lines and distance between beam positions in the scan line remains 
relatively constant for a constant altitude.
As stated in the prior description of the equipment, no correction 
for effects of cross polarization are made by the data analysis system 
that generates the 9-track tapes. Data from a previous systems accep­
tance flight over Trinity Bay (McAllum, 1973) had indicated that 
corrections necessary for the outer beam positions would be quite large 
ever low temperature targets. Temperatures over land are much higher and 
it appears that cross polarization effects diminish as temperatures 
increase (Fig. 11).
Corrections for cross polarization for this study were made by 
calculating two sets of dimensionless coefficients F^^ and f^̂  (Equations 
2 and 3) based on the assumption that the effect on both the vertical and 
horizontal temperatures for a specific beam position was a function of 
the difference in average temperature recorded for each polarization.
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Figure 11. Illustration of Cross Polarization Effects
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set of data collected for each mission (Program 2 and 2A, Appendix A), 
Coefficients based on the mean temperatures were then calculated for 
each mission (Program 3, Appendix A).
“ \  - \  (''i - V
where T„ = maximum average vertical temperature (*K) 
max
^̂ Hntn ° niinimum average horizontal temperature (*K)
= average vertical temperature at beam position i (*K)
Tjj = average horizontal temperature at beam position i (*K)
The appropriate coefficients were then used to calculate a cross 
polarization correction for the antenna temperatures and rebuild the 
disk files of imager data (Program 4, Appendix A). This procedure might 
be more readily described as a technique to normalize the response to 
obtain the same temperatures at each beam position that would be recorded 
by the center beams if the aircraft had been centered over that particu­
lar strip of the image.
The color infrared positive transparencies for each flight line 
were combined in a mosaic and the boundary of the watershed was outlined 
on the mosaic. Each photo mosaic was then used as the base to which the 
microwave image plot could be matched.
The only outstanding feature of microwave temperatures over the 
watershed areas was the extreme low temperature sensed when the micro­
wave beam fell on open water such as a pond. Ponds in flood detention
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structures and some of the larger farm ponds were used as key positions 
to match the plotted temperatures with the photo mosaic.
Program 5, Appendix A was used to slice the microwave temperature 
Into Intervals where a letter code could be used to represent a tempera­
ture Interval on the plotter (Fig. 12). A plot of the coded image can 
be generated In less time than a plot of the temperatures and the coded 
Image was easier to Interpret visually. A rough estimate of the plotter 
scale was calculated based on the estimated width of the microwave Imager 
scan and the corresponding width on the photographs. Two or more ponds 
on each of several lines were then matched with low temperatures In the 
microwave Images by enlarging or shrinking the plot with minor changes 
in scale to determine the constant scale appropriate for each mission.
Each flight line plot of the microwave temperature was matched 
to the mosaic of that flight line. The watershed boundary was trans­
ferred to the plotted overlay and for each scan line crossing a watershed 
boundary, beam positions immediately Inside the watershed boundary were 
listed and punched on cards. The deck of cards was used as a control 
for a computer program (Program 6, Appendix A) that would search the 
disk file and compute averages for both vertical and horizontal polarized 
temperatures using only the data pertaining to points within the water­
shed. Average vertical and horizontal temperatures related to the 
watershed surface (Table 2) were calculated for each watershed for both 
flight dates.
Average passive microwave temperature for a surface is a function 
of surface temperature (Equation 1) and before two sets of microwave 
temperatures collected at different times from the same target are
Kl
Figure 12. Mosaic of Watershed 5142 with Plotted Overlays
TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF MICROWAVE AVERAGE TEMPERATURES
W a ters h e d  Number
5141 5142 5143 5144 5146 13 15 25
Number o f  D a ta  P o in ts 1 ,9 8 0 376 453 782 433 597 247 1 ,3 0 2
M is s io n  235  
A v e ra g e  V e r t i c a l  T e m p e ra tu re  (T^235^  "K 2 8 4 .1 2 8 3 .6 2 8 4 .8 2 8 3 .7 2 8 3 .4 2 7 1 .8 2 6 9 .6 2 8 2 .6
A v e ra g e  H o r iz o n t a l  T e m p e ra tu re  (T j,235^  "K 2 7 2 .8 2 7 4 .4 2 7 3 .1 2 7 3 .8 2 7 3 .9 2 7 3 .4 2 7 6 .7 2 7 5 .6
A v e ra g e  S u r fa c e  T e m p e ra tu re  (T g 2 3 5 ) 3 0 1 .8 3 0 2 .8 3 0 2 .8 3 0 1 .8 3 0 1 .8 3 0 1 .2 3 0 5 .5 3 0 1 .1
M is s io n  2 2 7 *
A v e ra g e  V e r t i c a l  T e m p e ra tu re  (^ ^ 2 2 7 ) 2 7 6 .6 2 8 1 .1 2 7 3 .7 2 7 4 .9 2 7 6 .3 2 7 9 .0 2 8 6 .8 2 7 8 .8
A v e ra g e  H o r iz o n t a l  T e m p e ra tu re  (1^ 227^  'K 2 5 1 .8 2 5 2 .0 2 5 2 .4 2 5 3 .4 2 4 7 .9 2 6 2 .2 2 7 1 .2 2 6 0 .8
A v e ra g e  S u r fa c e  T e m p e ra tu re  (Tg227^  "K 2 9 7 .3 2 9 8 .7 2 9 8 .7 2 9 7 .3 2 9 7 .3 2 9 6 .4 2 9 4 .1 2 9 6 .4
(^ v 2 3 5  “  '^v227> 'K 7 .5 2 .5 1 1 .1 8 .8 7 .1 - 7 . 2 - 1 7 . 2 3 .8
Ah (T jj235 -  Tjj2 2 7 ) ”K 2 1 .0 2 2 .4 2 0 .9 2 0 .4 2 6 .0 1 1 .2 5 .5 1 4 .8
235  (T ^  -  Tj^) 'K 1 1 .3 9 .2 1 1 .7 9 .9 9 . 5 - 1 . 6 - 7 . 1 7 . 0
227  (T y  -  T ^ ) "K 2 4 .8 2 9 .1 2 1 .5 2 1 .5 2 8 .4 1 6 .8 1 5 .6 1 8 .0
S to rm  R u n o ff  C o e f f i c i e n t  (CN) D im e n s lo n le s s 6 1 .5 5 9 .4 5 6 .3 6 2 .8 6 3 .8 4 6 .0 3 7 .0 5 1 .0
A d ju s te d  A v e ra g e  A n n u a l R u n o ff  (c m .) 7 .7 5 6 .9 3 5 .0 0 9 .1 9 5 .1 1 2 .0 3 .8 8 4  1 .2 4
w
^ T e m p e ra tu re s  a d ju s te d  t o  a v e ra g e  w a te rs h e d  s u r fa c e  te m p e r a tu re s  f o r  M is s io n  235
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compared, the difference in surface temperature must be accounted for. 
Average surface temperature for a line through the center of each water­
shed was readily available from the aircraft data (Table 2). Mission 
227 average antenna temperatures can be converted to average antenna 
temperatures that would have occurred with ground temperatures recorded 
during Mission 235 by use of Equation 4. This equation is derived from 
Equation 1 for two different conditions of surface temperature, Tg, and 
holding the sky temperature, Tg, constant. Sky temperature in this 
instance was estimated to be 10'*K. (Paris, 1974).
S '
(I. - 10)
(Tgi - 10) (̂ 2̂ " 10) + 10 (4)
% = recorded average antenna temperature. Mission 227
= recorded average surface temperature. Mission 227
1G2 = recorded average surface temperature. Mission 235
"A2 = equivalent average antenna temperature
A summary of the measured average antenna temperature for Mission 
235 and calculated average antenna temperatures for Mission 227 based on 
Mission 235 surface temperature for each watershed is presented in Table
2. Differences between vertical and horizontal polarized temperature 
for each mission and differences between like polarized temperatures 
between the "wet” 227 Mission and the "dry" 235 Mission are listed in 
the same table. Also, the wacershed annual runoff in centimeters and the 
calculated average runoff coefficient (CN) are listed again for con­
venience since these values are used in the following plots.
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Figures 13 through 20 were plotted from the summary In Table 2 
to determine if any relationship exists between the passive microwave 
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Figure 13. The Relationship between Vertical and Horizontal
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Figure 14. The Relationship between Vertical and Horizontal
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Figure 15. The Relationship of Differences in Vertical Polarized
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Figure 16. The Relationship of Differences in Horizontal Polarized
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Figure 17. The Relationship between Vertical and Horizontal 
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A close examination of Figures 13 through 16 reveals that a 
general relationship is apparent between the microwave temperature 
recorded by the PHIS and the adjusted annual runoff for these water­
sheds. All four illustrations indicate a trend where larger differences 
in microwave temperatures are associated with the watersheds producing 
higher annual runoff. The dashed lines illustrating the general trend 
in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 are estimated. Correlation coefficients 
(R) were calculated for these plots based on the estimated curves and 
the annual runoff values. R values were -.272, .501, -.234, and .215, 
respectively. These values indicate no real relationship is defined by 
the estimated line in Figures 13 and 15 and the relationship indicated 
in Figures 14 and 16 is poor.
The scatter of data points in all four plots may indicate that 
some variables influencing annual watershed runoff are not being sensed 
with the PMIS. Interflow through the near surface soils is rarely found 
either in the Rush Spring sandstone or the Chickasha formation, however 
return flow from groundwater is a major contributor to the annual runoff 
from most of the eight watersheds. This research has shown that to de­
fine groundwater characteristics, microwave sensors would need the 
capability to penetrate the surface to greater depths than is possible 
with the present 2.8 centimeter wavelength.
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The temporal distribution of rainfall may also be an important 
consideration in studies of watershed yield as well as the total rainfall. 
This study did not take into account that the annual rainfall might be a 
summation of many events producing very little storm runoff or, on the 
other hand, might be comprised of a few severe storms producing a large 
part of the annual runoff.
The literature review would indicate that characteristics of water­
shed surfaces that control groundwater recharge may require the use of 
more than one wavelength and with one or more long wavelength to penetrate 
through vegetation and the top soil. There is little evidence in this 
study to indicate that a usable prediction scheme for annual runoff is 
possible using the PMIS even though a general relationship is apparent.
The data plotted in Figures 17-20, however, indicate some promising 
relationships between the PMIS temperatures and storm runoff coefficient. 
By integrating the numerous parameters influencing the temperature re­
sponse from a surface, a difference between high or low runoff-producing 
watersheds can be detected in each of the plots. There are, however, 
some considerations one should keep in mind before arriving at any con­
clusions from these plots. First, a significant number of data points 
(247 to 1,980) from the PMIS were averaged for each watershed and when 
differences in temperature are considered, twice the number of data points 
are involved with the single variable AT. The coefficient (CN) was 
developed for each watershed from less than 20 storm events from that 
watershed. We may therefore be trying to evaluate the prediction capa­
bility of a precise measurement with a crude measurement. This is a 
common circumstance in testing airborne remote sensors and the reader 
should keep in mind that the AT values are more likely to be statistically
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reliable than the coefficient values. The coefficient of variation, the 
ratio of the standard deviation divided by the mean, was calculated for 
the microwave temperatures and the storm runoff coefficients (Table 3) to 
illustrate the relative spread in the data. The values in this table 
indicate that the coefficient of variation is at least twice as large for 
the storm runoff values as it is for the microwave temperatures. It would 
be desirable to have a smaller coefficient of variation for the variable 




5141 5142 5143 5144 5146 13 15 25
Mission 227
.0119 .0141 .0210 .0150 .0144 .0087 .0069 .0097
*h/Wh .0238 .0228 .0273 .0261 .0237 .0185 .0136 .0160
Mission 235
°v/ v̂ .0092 .0134 .0121 .0113 .0112 .0248 .0093 .0045
®h/“h .0179 .0212 .0203 .0182 .0168 .0451 .0139 .0159
Runoff Coef­
ficient (CN)
a/p .0370 .0461 .0507 .0390 .0565 .0511 .0468 .0586
Secondly, to a person inexperienced in hydrology, the deviation 
in the coefficient (CN) from any line through the data points of these 
plots might appear large. Present manual techniques for calculating 
such coefficients for watersheds without runoff records are subjective
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(Chow, 1964), and sometimes the runoff coefficients are increased to 
insure that structural design will be on the safe side. The three flood 
detention structures located below Watersheds 13, 15, and 25 were de­
signed and built for coefficients of 76, 74, and 77, respectively, while 
measured storms indicate the coefficients should be 46.0, 37.0, and 51.0. 
The manual method, in this instance, resulted in use of runoff coeffi­
cients from 26 to 37 units too large when the structures were designed. 
Reduction of the overdesign would be significant if the overestimation 
of the runoff coefficient can be reduced to 10 units or less without per­
mitting the hazards of underdesign.
When selecting a relationship to predict the runoff coefficient, 
it would be desirable to have the data points fall on a straight line 
throughout the range of coefficients to provide equal sensitivity for any 
coefficient. The cross polarized difference in temperature (Fig. 17) 
shows a lack of sensitivity for runoff coefficients above 55, thus this 
combination of temperatures from the relatively wet April flight does not 
appear promising for development of a prediction scheme. For low runoff 
coefficients, temperature differences are very small, and for the higher 
coefficients, temperature differences vary 10“K for coefficients above 
56.3. This would make the relationship poor in the lower range and un­
usable in the higher range.
Figure 18, presenting cross polarized differences in temperature 
for the "dry" late June flight, does appear to more nearly represent a 
straight line relationship between temperature differences and the run­
off coefficient. Temperature differences in this plot for points 25 
and 5143 are too large. In Figure 19, where the difference in vertical
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polarized temperatures from the wet and dry flights is used, considerable 
scattering of points is evident. There appears to be no logical expla­
nation for the difference in temperature for Watersheds 25 and 5143 in 
this plot.
The difference between average horizontal polarized temperature 
for the two flights would appear to offer the best potential relation­
ship between linear combinations of PMIS temperatures and the runoff 
coefficient. A best-fit line through the points in Figure 20 would be 
slightly curved, but could conceivably lead to a prediction scheme for 
runoff coefficients ranging up to 90. Correlation coefficients were also 
calculated on the data represented in Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20. The 
coefficients (R) calculated were .936, .892, .690, and .939, respectively. 
The R values are based on deviations in runoff coefficients from the 
estimated curve. The values indicate that the data in Figure 20 is not 
only sensitive, but is also well correlated.
It was originally proposed that differencing temperature between 
wet and dry conditions might remove some of the unexplained anomalies seen 
in microwave temperature. The data presented in these plots would indi­
cate that this thesis was sound, however the data should be examined to 
determine if any indication is present that separate sets of microwave 
data from watershed surfaces will produce similar results when related to 
runoff coefficients. Also, it would be desirable to determine if runoff 
coefficients can be related to single polarized microwave temperatures 
collected on a single flight.
A comparison of Figure 17 and Figure 18 shows that a curvelinear 
relationship exists between the cross polarized differences in tempera­
ture and the runoff coefficient. If these plots are superimposed with
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the temperature scale matched, it is noticeable that the same general 
relationship exists for both sets of data, however as the antecedent 
moisture decreased and vegetation matured, the difference in tempera­
tures, AT, decreased and the curve of the data points tends to straighten 
out. This would lead one to believe that an individual flight, when 
extremely dry conditions and heavy vegetation prevailed, might produce 
nearly a straight-line fit to the data. Comparison of these two plots 
does indicate the repeatability of the relationship.
Again looking at data from individual flights, data for both 
vertical and horizontal temperatures from each flight can be compared to 
the runoff coefficients. Figure 21 shows average temperatures for both 
polarization from each flight plotted individually versus the runoff 
coefficients. The vertical temperature plots show the slope of the 
relationship changed direction and the relationship was not good for 
either flight. The horizontal polarization produces temperatures in 
both flights that could easily represent a straight-line relation to the 
runoff coefficient. The late June flight. Mission 235, horizontal tem­
peratures were quite insensitive to changes in runoff coefficients, 
however the April flight. Mission 227, that was flown over wetter con­
ditions shows a very sensitive relationship between the horizontal 
polarized temperature and the runoff coefficient. The fact that in both 
missions the horizontal temperatures and the runoff coefficients can be 
related by a straight line explains the good linear relation observed 
when comparing differences in horizontal temperature from the two missions 
with the runoff coefficients.
It is conceivable that the differences between these two missions 
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Figure 21. Average Temperatures vs. Runoff Coefficient
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vegetation as opposed to differences in moisture conditions. The time 
period between missions was considerably longer than had been proposed 
originally and during the period from early or mid-April to late June, 
major changes in vegetation take place. The antecedent moisture con­
ditions would indicate that lower temperatures would result on both 
vertical and horizontal polarizations for Mission 235. This did not 
occur, therefore moisture conditions which should have the predominant 
effect on temperature apparently had a minor effect on the averages over 
the watersheds. Roughness sensed with the X-band wavelength of the PMIS 
should not be greatly different for the two missions. In the literature 
reviewed, roughness has generally been measured more readily with the 
horizontal polarization and in these two sets of data we have a linear 
relation evident in both, while the major change was the change in slope 
in the plots using vertical polarized temperatures.
If the vegetation was responsible for the difference between the 
results of the two missions, it would be reasonable to conclude that 
when depending on a single mission for calibration data, the mission 
should be scheduled for a dormant period or when vegetation is sparse. 
Longer wavelength radiometers or multifrequency radiometers with at 
least one long (20 centimeters or more) wavelength would most likely 
overcome part of the vegetation problem.
To exploit the relationships indicated in this study, an improve­
ment in the data gathering and processing will be necessary. The 
microwave data stream to tape on the aircraft should have provision for 
accompanying surface temperature relative to each beam position along
the scan line. This would require a scanning far infrared sensor
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synchronized to the microwave imaging system. Data processing from the 
onboard tape to 9-track tape is presently being reprogrammed by NASA-JSC 
to incorporate cross polarization corrections that were not in the 
original processing programs. Some provision should also be made in 
the new programs to speed up the excerpting of data relevant to any 
area of the image. Most data extraction programs in the past liave removed 
data from rectangular areas of the image, however, for watershed investi­
gations or geologic studies, irregular shapes are desired. Hopefully, 
data handling techniques in this study can be used as guidelines for 
development of systems capable of fast compilation of microwave tempera­
tures pertinent to watershed areas.
Since this experiment involved only eight watersheds, the results 
can only be viewed as a pilot effort and further testing of the promising 
relationships should be undertaken.
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS
1. The difference between horizontal polarized PMIS temperatures 
from two flights over the same watershed, when vegetation and antecedent 
moisture conditions were different, were related to the SCS watershed 
storm runoff coefficient and could reasonably be used to develop a pre­
diction scheme for such coefficients.
2. A sensitive relationship between average PMIS microwave 
temperatures over a watershed surface and the SCS watershed storm runoff 
coefficient may be developed using the average horizontal polarization 
temperatures from a single flight during the dormant or early gorwlng 
season of the year. This relationship could conceivably be used to 
develop predictions of coefficients.
3. A relationship does exist between differences In the vertical 
and horizontal polarized average PMIS temperatures over a watershed 
surface and the SCS storm runoff coefficient however the relationship Is 
unsuitable for prediction of coefficients above 55.
4. Apparent relationships between average PMIS temperatures and 
average annual watershed runoff do exist however the relationships are 
poorly defined and Indicate that conditions Influencing Interflow and 
groundwater contributions are not sensed by the PMIS system.
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5. Further testing of this concept of watershed calibration is 
warranted using the PMIS system and with microwave imagers capable of 
sensing with longer wavelengths. The testing should extend over a 
period of 1 year to determine the most appropriate time of year for 
taking the microwave data.
6. Development of data handling systems capable of more readily 
extracting the microwave data pertinent to irregular shaped areas will 
be necessary before practical application of the technique can be made.
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44 Words Vertical Polarized 
Signal (V)
44 Words Horizontally Polarized 
Signal (H)
44 Words Up/Down Screen 
Position (X) (Cross Track)
44 Words Right/Left Screen 
Position (Y) (Along Track)
44 Words Roll in Degrees*10 at 
Instant of Measurement
Scan Number
Sum Used for Vertical Slidelobe 
Correction








Degrees x 10 
Degrees x 10 
Degrees x 10 
Degrees x 10 
Degrees x 10
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WORD LISTING FOR 9-TRACK PMIS TAPE— Continued
WORD ___________ CONTENTS_____________  UNITS DIGITS
305 Vertical Filtered Baseline
306 Vertical Filtered Calibrate
307 Horizontal Filtered Baseline
308 Horizontal Filtered Calibrate
309 Antenna Thermistor 1
310 Antenna Thermistor 2
311 Average of 4 Antenna Temp.
312 Radome Thermistor 1
313 Radome Thermistor 2
314 Average of 4 Radome Temp.
315 Bomb Bay Thermistor 1
316 Bomb Bay Thermistor 2
317 Average of 4 Bomb Bay Temp.
318 Horizontal Wave Guide Temp.
319 Vertical Wave Guide Temp,
320 Horizontal Hot Load Temp.
321 Vertical Hot Load Temp.
322 Horizontal Warm Load Temp.
323 Vertical Warm Load Temp.
324 Horizontal Parametric Amp. Temp.
325 Vertical Parametric Amp. Temp.
326 Horizontal Enclosure Temp.
327 Vertical Enclosure Temp.
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001100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. PMIS001200 PROGRAM-ID. PMIS. PMIS
001300 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.' PMIS
001400 CONFIGURATION SECTION. PMIS
001500 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-360. PMIS
001600 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-360. PMIS
001700 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. PMIS001800 FILE-CONTROL. PMIS
001900 SELECT FILE-IN ASSIGN TO UT-S-FILIN. PMIS
002000 s e l e c t CARD-OUT ASSIGN TO UT-S-FILEOUT. PMIS
002100 DATA DIVISION. PMIS
002200 FILE SECTION. PMIS
002300 FD FILE-IN PMIS
002400 DATA RECORD IS REC-IN PMIS
002500 RECORD CONTAINS 666 CHARACTERS PMIS
002600 LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED PMIS
002700 RECORDING MODE IS F. PMIS
002800 01 REC-IN. PMIS
002900 02 TM-HT PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003000 02 TM-HU PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003100 02 TM-MT PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003200 02 TM-MU PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003300 02 TM-ST PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003400 02 TM-SU PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003500 02 FILLER PIC X(112). PMIS
003600 02 LINE-NO PIC S99 COMP. PMIS0C3700 02 LI NE —NO-TENS PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003800 02 RUN-NO PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
003900 02 RUN-NO-TENS PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
004000 02 FILLER PIC XI12 1, PMIS
004100 02 TV OCCURS 44 TIMES. PMIS
004200 03 V PIC S99 COMP. PMIS004300 02 TM OCCURS 44 TIMES. PMIS
004400 03 H PIG S99 COMP. PMIS
004500 02 CX OCCURS 44 TIMES. PMIS
004600 03 X PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
004700 02 CY OCCURS 44 TIMES. PMIS
004800 03 Y PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
004900 02 ROLL OCCURS 44 TIMES. PMIS
005000 03 RL PIC S99 COMP. PMIS
005100 02 SCAN-NO PIC S99 COMP. PMIS005200 02 FILLER PIC XI80). PMIS
005300 FD CARD-OUT PMIS
005400 DATA RECORD IS CAROS PMIS
005500 RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS PMIS005600 LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD PMIS005700 BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS PMIS
005800 RECORDING MODE IS F. PMIS
005900 01 CARDS. PMIS006000 02 C-HT PIC 9. PMIS006100 02 C-HU PIC 9. PMIS
006200 02 C-MT PIC 9. PMIS
006300 02 C-MU PIC 9. PMIS
006400 02 C-ST PIC 9. PMIS
006500 02 C-SU PIC 9. PMIS
006600 02 POlNT-1 PIC --— 9. PMIS006700 02 VHXY-1 OCCURS 4 TIMES P I C -----9. PMIS
006800 02 POINT-2 PIC - — -9. PMIS
006900 02 VHXY-2 OCCURS 4 TIMES P I C -----9. PMIS007000 02 LlNE-1 PIC -— 9. PMIS















































02 SCAN-1 PIC ZZZ9, PMIS
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION, PMIS
77 POINT-CTR P»C 59(6) VALUE +0 COMP-3, PMIS
77 REC-CNT PICTURE S9(71 val ue +0 COMPUTATIONAL-3, PMIS
77 FC-CNT PICTURE 59(71 VALUE +0 COMPUTATIONAL-3, PMIS
77 XI PIC S99 VALUE +0 COMP, PMIS
77 X2 PIC S99 VALUE +0 COMP, PMIS
77 LOW-RNG PIC 59(3) VALUE +0 COMP, PMIS
77 HI-RNG PIC S9(3) v al ue +0 COMP, PMIS
77 PRT-CNf PICTURE Z,ZZZ,ZZ9, PMIS
01 WK-AREA, PMIS
02 FILLER PIC X(4) VALUE '0000', PMIS
02 NO-UNITS PIC 59(3) COMP-3 VALUE +0, PMIS
02 NO-TENS PIC 59(3) COMP-3 VALUE +0, PMIS
01 WK-MOVE PMIS
01 CONTROL-CARO PMIS
02 FILLER PIC X(14).
02 SEL-ID PIC XXX.
02 filler p i c X(7).
02 CC-LOW PIC 9(41,
02 filler p i c X(6).




IF SEL-ID » 'ALL'
GO TO 
IF SEL-ID = 'RNG'
INVALID-CC,
DISPLAY 'INVALID CONTROL CARD - 
GO TO ABEND,
SET-RANGES.
IF CC-LOW not NUMERIC GO TO INVALiO-CC,
IF CC-MI not n u m e r i c go TO INVALIO-CC,
MOVE CC-LOW TO LOW-RNG,





r e a d -m a s t e r ,
READ FIlE-IN AT END GO TO EOJ,
ADD 1 TO REC-CNT,
RNG-CK, GO TO CK-5CAN,










MOVE ZERO TO XI,
MOVE ZERO TO POINT-CTR, 
GO TO READ-MASTER,
ADD U TO XI,






























011600 IF SCAN-■NO LOW-RNG GO TO READ-MASTER, PMIS
011900 IF SCAN-■NO HI -RNG GO TO SCAN-END, PMIS
012000 GET-DATA, PMIS
012100 c ompute TM-HT a TM-HT - 48, PMIS
012200 COMPUTE TM-HU a TM-HU — 48, PMIS
012300 COMPUTE TM-MT a TM-MT - 48, PMIS
012400 COMPUTE TM-MU a TM-MU - 48, PMIS
012500 COMPUTE TM-ST a TM-ST - 48, PMIS
012600 COMPUTE TM-SU a TM-SU - 48, PMIS








013300 MOVE TM-HU TO C-HU. PMIS
013400 MOVE TM-MT TO C-MT. PMIS
013500 MOVE TM-MU TO C-MU. PMIS
013600 MOVE TM-ST TO C-ST. PMIS
013700 MOVE TM-SU TO C-SU. PMIS
013800 ADD 1 TO POINT-CTR. PMIS
013900 MOVE POINT -CTR TO POINT-1. PMIS
014000 ADD 1 TO POINT-CTR. PMIS
014100 MOVE POINT-CTR TO POINT-2. PMIS






014200 COMPUTE VHXY-1 11) = V (XI) * 10 /
014300 COMPUTE VMXY-1 (2) = H 1X1) ♦ 10 /
014400 MOVE X (XI) TO VHXY-1 (3),
014500 MOVE Y (XII TO VHXY-1 (41#
014600 ADD 1 TO XI»
014700 COMPUTE VHXY-2 (1) « V (XI) * 10 /
014800 COMPUTE VHXY-2 (2) = H (XI) ♦ 10 /
014900 MOVE X (XI) TO VHXY-2 (3).
015000 MOVE Y (XI) TO VHXY-2 (4).
015100 MOVE LINE-NO TO NO-UNITS*
015200 SUBTRACT 48 FROM NO-UNITS.
015300 m u l ti p ly 10 BY NO-UNITS*
015400 MOVE LINE-NO-TENS TO NO-TENS*
015500 SUBTRACT 48 FROM NO-TENS*
015600 MOVE ZERO TO WK-MOvE,
015700 ADO NO-UNITS TO WK-MOVE*
015800 ADD NO-TENS TO WK-MOVE*
015900 MOVE WK-MOVE TO LlNE-1*
0160 00 MOVE RUN-NO TO NO-UN ITS.
016100 SUBTRACT 48 FROM NO-UNITS*
016200 MULTIPLY 10 BY NO-UNITS.
016300 MOVE RUN-NO-TENS TO NO-TENS.
016400 SUBTRACT 43 FROM NO-TENS*
016500 MOVE ZERO TO WK-MOVE*
016600 ADD NO-UNITS TO WK-MOVE*
016700 ADD NO-TENS TO WK-MOVE*
016800 MOVE WK-MOVE TO RUN-1.
016900 MOVE SCAN-NO TO SCAN-1.
017000 WRITE CAROS*
017100 ADD 1 TO FC-CNT.
017200 SCAN-END.
017300 IF FC-CNT +0 GO TO EOJ*




017800 MOVE REC-CNT TO PRT-CNT.
017900 DISPLAY 'TOTAL RECS READ - ' PRT-CNT.
018000 MOVE FC-CNT TO PRT-CNT*
018100 DISPLAY 'TOTAL CARDS UNCHEO - ' PRT-CNT
018200 COMPUTE REC-CNT TO PRT-CNT.
018300 MOVE RED-CNT TO PRT-CNT.




















































• IOCS(CARD 11132 PRINTER,PLOTTER,TYPEWRITER,KEYBOARD,DISK)
C IBM 1130 program TO AVERAGE POINT NO'S OF EACH LINE OF A MISSION, 
DEFINE FILE 1(3660,16,U, ISEC),2(2650,16,U,ISEC1 ,3(2450,16,U,ISECI 
DEFINE FILE 4(2850,16,0,ISEC),5(1630,16,U,ISEC) ,6(2880,16,U,ISEC) 
DEFINE FILE 7(1880,16,0,ISEC),8(1060,16,0,ISEC),9(3280,16,0,ISEC) 
INTEGER X1,Y1,X2,Y2,VV,HH 
VAVE» AVERAGE VERTICAL TEMP.
HAVE" AVERAGE HORIZONTAL TEMP,
NOBS" N0M8ER OF OBSERVATIONS,
MAXV" MAXIMÜM VERTICAL TEMP,
MINV- MINIMOM VERTICAL TEMP 
MAXH" MAXIMOM HORIZONAL TEMP,
MINH" MINIMOM HORIZONAL TEMP,
I P K D "  FIRST POINT NO, OF RECORD,
I V K D "  FIRST vertical TEMP OF RECORD,
I H K D "  FIRST HORIZONAL TEMP OF RECORD,
IP2,IV2,1H2 ARE SECOND POINTS OF RECORD*





112 FORMAT (' TURN DATA SWITCH 1 ON FOR PUNCHED OUTPUT*)
WRITE (1,104)
104 FORMAT (' MISSION 227, FILES NO., 1"L1R1,2"L1R2,3"L2R1,4=L2R2,5»L6 
1R1,6»L6R2,7"L7R1,8"L7R2,9»L8R1*)
WRITE (1,109)
109 FORMAT ('FILE NO, KTEST LINE RUN')
WRITEdtlOS)
105 FORMAT (' XX XXXX XX X')














IFILE - FILE NUMBER 
KTEST » LOWEST VALID TEMPATURE,
ILINE « LINE NO.IRUN « RUN NO,
READ (6,103) IFILE,KTEST,Il INE,IRUN 
103 FORMAT (4l5)
5 DO 65 1-1,22
C INPUT FROM DISK.
C RECORDS ARE STORED ON DISK IN HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS, SCAN POINT NO.,
C VERTICAL TEMP, HORIZONAL TEMP., X POINT LOCATION, Y POINT LOCATION,
C SCAN POINT NO., VERTICAL TEMP, HORIZONAL TEMP., X POINT LOCATION,
C Y POINT LOCATION, LINE NO., RUN NO., SCAN LINE NO.
80
PROGRAM 2— Continued
READ (IFILE*ISEC)Nl*N2*N3ilPin> *1V111)*1H1(n tXliYlilPZII)*IV2I I) lt!H2(I)•X2iY2iNLlNEiNRUNfNSLlN 
69 CONTINUE
IF (NSLIN) 9*9,99 
99 DO 99 1-1*22
TEST FOR TEMPS GREATER THAN 3000.
IF ;iVl(II-4000l 89*9*9 
89 IF ( IV2( n-30001 99*9*9
TEST FOR TEMPS LESS THAN TEST VALUE*
99 IF (KTEST-IVKI): 79*9.9 
79 IF IKTEST-IV2II)) 99*9*9 
99 CONTINUE 
NSL-NSL+1
TEST FOR MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM OF VERTICAL AND HORIZONAL VALUES*
II-O
DO 19 J-1.22









TEST FOR MAXIMUM VERTICAL TEMP.
7 IF (MAXV(II)-VV)8»9*9
8 MAXV(I I)«VV
TEST FOR MINIMUM VERTICAL TEMP
9 IF (MlNVdl )-VV)ll*ll*10
10 MINVIIII-VV
TEST FOR MAXIMUM HORIZONAL TEMP.
11 IF (MAXH(in-HH)12*13*13
12 MAXH(III-HH
TEST FOR MINIMUM HORIZONAL TEMP.
13 IF(MINH(III-HH) 702*702*14
14 MINH( in-HH
STORES vertical AND HORIZONAL VALUES FOR AVE»
702 VAVEdll-VAVEdll+VV 
HAVE(I I)-h a v edI)+HH 
NOBSdI)-NOBSdI)+l19 CONTINUE
RETURN TO READ ANOTHER RECORD.
GO TO 9
16 DO 17 1-1,44
VAVE(I)-VAVE(I)/NOBS(I>
HAVEdI-HAVEd)/NOBS(I>




781 WRITE (2*108) NSL
782 WRITE (3*108) NSL
108 FORMAT (' MISSION 219 NO. OF SCAN LINES PROCESSED- **I9)
WRITE (3,101)
101 FORMAT (• POINT*,2X,‘MAX.V MIN.V MAX.H MIN.H AVE.V AVE.H
1* )DO 18 1-1*44 
GO TO (777*778)*X777 WRITE(2*113) I ,MAXVd ) *MINV(I ) *MAXH( I ) .MINHd ) *VAVEd ) ,HAVEd ) *NSL
81
PROGRAM 2— Continued




return to read a nother DATA SET.
GO TO 3








C IBM 1130 program TO AVERAGE VERTICAL AND HORIZONAL TEMPERATURES 
C FOR COMPLETE MISSION
DIMENSION AVEV(44),AVEH(44I 
C AVEVd I" TOTAL OF VERTICAL TEMPS,
C AVEH(I I- TOTAL OF HORIZONAL TEMPS,
C READ HEADING,










GO TO 4 
C READ HEADING,
9 READ (2,101) A1,A2,A3
4 DO 10 1-1,44
C AVE-AVERAGE VERTICAL TEMPERATURE FOR POINT.
C AVH-AVERAGE HORIZONAL TEMPERATURE FOR POINT,
C NS-NO. OF SCAN LINE IN RUN.
READ (2,105) AVEiAVH.NS 
C TEST FOR LAST CARD.




C NSA-TOTAL SCAN LINES IN MISSION.
NSA-NSA*NS C RETURN TO READ ANOTHER DATA SET.
GO TO 9 
6 DO 20 1-1,44
AVEVd )-AVEV( D/NSA 
AVEHd )-AVEH(I)/NSA 
20 CONTINUE
WRITE (3,104) NSA 
104 FORMAT (' ','POINT AVE.V AVE.H NO. OF SCAN LINES-',19)
DO 30 1-1,44
WRITE (3,103) I,AVEVd),AVEHd)









•IOCS CARD«I132 PRINTERC IBM 1130 PROGRAM TO FIND CROSS POLARIZATION FACTORS TO BE USED*
DIMENSION A(44I,B(44)»C(44>»DI44)
C All I" AVERAGE VERTICAL TEMPS*
C Bill" AVERAGE HORIZONAL TEMPS,
C Cl 11- POLARIZATION FACTORS FOR VERTICAL TEMPS*
C Din- POLARIZATION FACTORS FOR HORIZONAL TEMPS*
2 WRITE 13,1051




WRITE 13,1071 F1,F2,F3,F4,F5107 FORMAT l'0',5A4)
WRITE 13,1041
104 FORMAT I'O','POINT VCORR HCORR'I 
READ 12,1011 VMAX,HMIN 
C VMAX- MAXIMUM VERTICAL TEMP*
C HMIN- MINIMUM HORIZONAL TEMP*C VMAX AND HMIN ARE TAKEN FROM PRINTOUT OF AVERAGE VERTICAL AND
C HORIZONAL PROGRAM*
101 FORMAT I2F6,1I 
DO 4 1*1,44
4 READ 12,102) AlI),S(I )
102 FORMAT I36X,2F7.1)
DO 5 1-1,44
C CALCULATES FACTOR FOR POINT OF VERTICAL TEMPERATURE AND STORES IT.
CIII-IVMAX-AI I ) ) /1AI I)-BI I))*.00005 
C CALCULATES FACTOR FOR POINT OF hORZIONAL TEMPERATURE AND STORES IT.
5 Dl 1 )-l IBl I )-MMlN)/(BI I )-AI I ) )-f .00005)• I-1.0)
DO 6 1-1,44
WRITE 12,103) I , c m , 0(1)
6 WRITE 13,103) I,Cl I),Dll)
103 FORMAT I' ',I5.3X,F7.4,3X«F7.4)
C RETURN TO READ ANOTHER DATA SET.
GO TO 2 




// FOR•ONE WORD INTEGERS
•IOCS(CARO11132 PRINTER,DISK,PLOTTER!
C IBM 1130 PROGRAM TO BUILD NEW DATA FILE FROM CROSS POLARIZATION.
DEFINE FILE 1(3600,16,U,MFILE) ,2( 3600,16,U,IFILE!
DIMENSION VCORR(44),HCORR(44) ,N( 16)
C VCORR(l)» vertical TEMP CORRECTION FACTORS.
C HCORR(1)- HORIZONAL TEMP CORRECTION FACTORS,
C N(D- RECORD LENGTH.
DO 1 1-1,44
1 READ (2,101! VCORR(I),HCORR(I!




20 DO 10 1-1,44,2
2 READ (I'MFILE) (N(J!,J-1,16)IF (N(4)! 14,19,14
14 Jl-I 
J2-I+1
CALCULATES TEMPERATURE FROM CROSS POLARIZATION FACTORS,
CALCULATES FIRST VERTICAL IN RECORD.
K-(N(5)-N(6))^VCORR(Jl)+N(5)
CALCULATES SECOND VERTICAL IN RECORD.
L-(N(10)-N(11))^VCORR(J2)+N(10!
CALCULATES FIRST HORIZONAL IN RECORD.
M-(N(6)-(N(5)-N(6))*HCORR(Jl))
CALCULATES SECOND HORIZONAL IN RECORD.
N0«N(11)-(N(10)-N(11))*HC0RR(J2)
WRITE TO NEW FILE.
WRITE (2*IF ILE) (N(J ),J-1 , 4 ) ,M ,(N (J),J-7»9)tL ,N0 , (N(J),J-12,16) 
10 CONTINUE
return to read ANOTHER RECORD,
GO TO 20
WRITE LAST RECORD IN FILE.








C IBM 1130 PROGRAM SLICE*
C ALL FILES AND THIER NO.tS MUST BE ENTERED HERE IF WORKING WITH
C MORE THAN ONE FILE*
define file 1(3660,16,U,ISECI,2(2450,16,U,ISEC),3(2AS0* 16,U,ISEC) 
DEFINE FILE 4(2850,16,U,ISECI,5(1630,16,U,ISEC),6(2880,16,U,ISEC) DEFINE FILE 7(1880,16,U,ISEC),811060,16,U,ISEC),9(3280,16,U,ISEC) 
integer V1,H1,V2,H2,X1,Y1,X2,Y2 DIMENSION IP(24)
DATA IP/'A','8','C','D','E','F','G','H','I','J','K','L',*m ','n ',*0 
l','P','0','R','S','T',»U»,'V','W','X'/
IP(I)« ARRAY FOR LETTERS*
SIZE" LETTER SIZE*
THETA" ROTATION OF AXIS*
SIZE " 1*THETA"*01745
THIS CARD SHOULD BE CHANGED BEFORE RUNNING ON ANOTHER FLIGHT LINE 
BECAUSE IT IS PRINTED OUT ON THE TYPEWRITER AND TELLS WHICH FILE
NO* TO USE ON WHICH LINE*
9 FORMAT ('MISSION 219,FI LES,1"L1R1,2"L1R2,3"L2R1,4>L2R2 ,5"L6R1,6"L6 
1R2,7"L7R1,8«L7R2,9"L8R1' )
SCALE IS IN INCHES PER USERS UNIT*
VARIABLE IS ONE FOR VERTICAL AND TWO FOR HORZINTAL TEMPERATURES*
NO. SLICES IS HOW MANY LETTERS YOU WISH PLOTTED UP TC TWENTY FOUR* 
ITEST IS TEMPERATURE WHICH TEMPERATURE'S AT OR BELOW ITEST 
ARE PLOTTED AS A'S*
ALL TEMPERATURES ARE STORED IN THE FILES AS INTERGERS 10 TIMES AS 
LARGE AS THE REAL TEMPERATURE*
INTERVAL IS THE NUMBER OF DEGREES BETWEEN LETTERS X 10,20 WILL 
GIVE YOU 2 DEGREES BETWEEN LETTERS.
LETTER SIZE IS THE SIZE OF THE LETTER TO BE PLOTTED TWO WILL GIVE
LETTERS TWO TENTHS HIGH BY TWO TENTHS WIDE,
FILE NO. IS THE NO* OF THE FILE TO BE USED IF MORE THAN ONE FILE
IS USED OTHERWISE IT IS ONE*
10 FORMAT!'ENTER SCALE,VARIABLE,NO* SLICES,I TEST,INTERVAL,LETTER SIZ 
IE FILE NO,')
THIS IS PRINTED AFTER FORMAT 10 AND SHOWS WHERE TO ENTER THE DATA 
AND THc FIELDS ARE RIGHT JUSTIFED,
11 FORMAT!'.XXXXXXXX X XX XXXX XX X XX')
WRITE(1,9)WRITE(1,10)
WRITE (1,11)
INPUT-FROM KEYBOARD, THESE VARIABLES AGRE WITH FORMAT 10*
1 READ (6,IODXSCAL.IVAR,NOBS,ITEST,INTV,KSIZE.MFILE 
101 FORMAT(F10*8,6I5)
ZA . KSIZE/IO*
TESTS TO SEE IF VARIABLE IS PRESENT 
IF (IVAR)32,32,24 





WRITES SCALE USED, VARIABLE NO* AND NO* OF SLICES USED* (ON PLOTTER) 




C WRITES smallest VALUE TO BE USED FOR AN A TO BE WRITTEN IF TEMP ISC LESS THAN ITEST AND WRITES OUT NO OF DEO FOR EACH INTERVAL OF SLICE
WRITE 17,104)ITEST,INTV 
104 FORMAT!'A IS LESS THAN ',15,2X,'INTERVAL » ' , 13 ,2X,'DEO')
C JTEST" LARGEST VALUE PLOTTEDJTEST « ITEST + INOBS*INTVI 
ISEC'l
25 READ (NFIlE* ISEC>U ,IIC,U ,IPT1,V1,H1,Xl ,Y1,1PT2,V2,H2,X2,Y2,IK,U  
1,IK
C TEST FOR END OF FILE
IF (Vl)30,31*30
30 GO TO (26,27),WAR
26 IVAL - VI
C TEST FOR TOO LARGE A TEMP.
IF (JTE5T-IVAL) 60,29,29
27 IVAL-Hl
C TEST FOR TOO LARGE A TEMP.
IF (JTEST-IVAL) 60.29.29 
29 X-Xl
Y ■ 145.-Yl
DO 1001 I > l.NOBS 
C TEST FOR letter TO BE AN A.
IF(ITEST-IVAL)1000,1002,1002





C TEST FOR END OF SCAN LINE.
IF (1-1) 60,60,55
55 ITEST'!I TEST-(1-1)*INTV)
60 GO TO (36,37) , WAR
36 IVAL ■ V2
C TEST FOR TOO LARGE A TEMP.
IF !JTEST-WAL)25.49,49
37 IVAL - M2
C TEST FOR TOO LARGE A TEMP.
IF !JTEST-IVAL)25.49,49 
49 X - X2
Y - 145.-Y2
DO 2001 J > l.NOBS 
C TEST FOR LETTER TO BE AN A.
IF ! ITEST-WAL) 2000,2002,2002




C TEST FOR END OF SCAN LINE.
IF (J-1) 57,57,56
56 I TEST'(I TEST-!J-1)*INTV)
C RETURN TO READ 2 MORE DATA POINTS.
57 GO TO 25
31 CALL FPLOT(l,(X-.15/XSCAL)+5.0,0.0)
C RETURN TO BEGIN ANOTHER PLOT.
GO TO 1





•ONE WORD INTEGERS 
*I0CS(CARD»1132 PRINTER»OISK)
C IBM 1130 PROGRAM TO AVERAGE TEMPERATURES WITHIN WATERSHED.
DEFINE FILE 112650,16,U.ISEG)DIMENSION IVI44I,IH(44I
DIMENSION Nl(22).N2(22),N3I22) ,IP1(22),IV1(22) ,IHl(221,N4(22),NS(2 
121,IP2(22),IV2(22),IH2(22),N6I22),N7(22),N6(22),N9(22),ISCAN(22)
C IV(I)« WORK ARRAY FOR VERTICAL TEMPS.
C IHIII" WC:K ARRAY FOR HORIZONAL TEMPS.
C VAVE ■ AVERAGE VERTICAL TEMP.
C HAVE- AVERAGE HORIZONAL TEMP.
C NPT» NUMBER OF POINTS.
WRITE (3,106)
106 FORMAT ( '1')
C IMISS « MISSION NUMBER.
C ILINE » LINE NUMBER.
C I RUN - RUN NUMBER.
C IFILE • FILE NUMBER
C IWATD • watershed NUMBER.





C READS SCAN LINE, BEGINNG POINT NO,, AND ENDING POINT NO, TO BE USED.
2 READ (2,101) KSCAN,IBEG,ISTOP
101 FORMAT (11X,3I5)
J-1
C TEST FOR END OF FILE.
IF (KSCAN) 3,60,3 
C SEARCHS FOR RIGHT SCAN LINE.
3 DO 77 1-1,22
77 REAO(IFILE'ISEC)N 1 (I ),N2(I) ,N3(I),IP1(I),!V I (I),IHl(I ),N4(I),N5(I) 
1,IP2( I ) , !V2(I),IH2(I),N6(I) ,N7(I),NB(I),N9(I),I5CAN(I)
C TEST FOR AGREEMENT OF SCAN LINE NUMBERS,
IF (ISCAN(l)-KSCAN) 3,4,2






C SUMS ALL VALID POINTS.





C RETURN TO READ ANOTHER DATA POINT.
CO TO 2
C AVERAGES ALL VALID POINTS IN WATERSHED.
60 VAVE-VAVE/NPT+.005
HAVE-HAVE/NPT+.005WRITE (3,102) IMISS,ILINE,IRUN,IWATD
102 FORMAT (' ',' MISSION ',15,' LINE ',15,' RUN ',15,'WATERSHED ',I
88
PROGRAM 6— Continued
15)WRITE 13*109) VAVE,HAVE,NPT 105 FORMAT(' '«'AVERAGE V • ',F7.1,' AVERAGE H » ',F7«1,' NUMBER POl
INTS ',15)RETURN TO READ ANOTHER DATA SET.
GO TO 11 
70 CALL EXIT 
END
